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should be the focus of promoting health to prevent later
obesity.
 In this population the majority of SNP associated with
obesity in this study are located in intron 8. The children
with this SNP are more prone to develop later obesity.
Socio-ecoological approach to understanding why
adults give food treats to children in Ireland
Celine Murrin

Treat foods given to children for non-nutritive reasons, such as
rewarding a child for good behaviour, can cause negative longterm effects (e.g. emotional eating and potential obesity
promoting eating habits). The literature has failed to draw
firm conclusions between snack food intake and obesity. There
is currently a significant lack of research which formally
considers treats separately to snacks and specifically factors
that motivate parents and caregivers to provide treat foods to
children. Developing strategies which support caregivers’
provision of healthy food to children, requires a deeper
understanding of adults’ treat giving behaviour. This paper
considers the complexities of this behaviour according to the
levels of Bronfenbrenner’s Socio-Ecological Model (SEM).
Using Ireland as an example, with the 3rd highest levels of
obesity in Europe, ten focus groups with a diverse range of
child caregivers from a representative sample of socioeconomic status cohorts, were conducted. Thematic content
analysis was used to analyse the focus group data according to
the Theoretical Domains Framework, to develop codes and
themes which were then mapped on to Bronfenbrenner’s SEM.
Distinct variations of treat giving behaviours were found
according to the caregivers’ role (eg. parent, grandparent or
teacher). Participants cited an external locus of control to the
obesogenic environment as a cause of their treat food giving
behaviour. Main themes were emotion focussed, parent led,
child led, and habitual treating. Clustering of themes was
found primarily within the Individual and Organisational
layers of the SEM.
Specific individual, interpersonal, and community level factors
were found to account for adults treat giving behaviour. These
findings are particularly novel, as to date there has been no
research which considers why adults give food treats to
children, providing a foundation for interventions to reduce
unhealthy food consumption in children.
Key messages:
 The obesogenic environment is perpetuating child caregivers
provision of unhealthy food treats to children. This may
facilitate unhealthy eating habits and a negative relationship
with food.
 Developing positive healthy food behaviours in childhood
lead to the continuation of healthy habits in adult life.
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Urbanization and type 2 diabetes (T2DM) are deeply related
emerging phenomena: the majority of people with diabetes
lives in cities and people who move to cities have a significantly
higher risk of developing the disease. This project aims to map
and realize acts on the burden of and risk factors for T2DM in
the metropolitan area of Rome, which in 2017 joined the
‘‘Cities Changing Diabetes’’ (CCD) initiative. The T2DM
prevalence in Rome is 6,6% (around 286.500 patients), higher

in the outskirts than in the city centre (range: 5.8%-7.3%) and
in females (6.8% vs 6.5%). The obesity and physical inactivity
prevalence is 9,9% and 40%. Just 50% of patients reach the
optimal targets for cholesterol, pressure and haemoglobin
glycosylated. Huge discrepancies between the centre and the
suburban areas have been shown for age, socio-economic
status, immigration, eating habits and physical activity, as well
as for diabetes process and outcome indicators. CCD realized
in Rome, in collaboration with the Roma City Mayor, 50
walking routes for a total of 320 Km to prevent obesity, T2DM
and CDV risk. The project is accompanied by an app that can
be downloaded for free on iOS, Android and Windows Phone
platforms, for smartphones and tablets, which provides
information on routes, as well as indications on their physical
fitness, on energy consumption, on the contribution to the
reduction of CO2 emissions through walking and the practice
of motor activity. Moreover, everyone can become the
protagonist of the project, but above all of their own wellbeing,
proposing one or more paths and participating in a virtuous
’challenge’ between users. Aims the project will be to involve
about 100.000 diabetics people and about 1 million of citizens
in a year.
Key messages:
 Cities provide tremendous opportunity for studying and
understanding the drivers behind T2DM.
 Rome walkable city can reduce the impact of the obesity,
T2DM and CDV risks in metropolitan area.
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Introduction:
In recent years, the ‘Fundamental cause theory’ has become an
increasingly popular explanation among sociologists for
disparities in disease-related morbidity and mortality. The
theory posits that the social gradient in health is reproduced
over time primarily because higher socioeconomic status
groups are systematically more able to take advantage of
medical advances, as well as the emergence of new healthenhancing knowledge more generally, due to their greater
access to resources of various kinds (e.g money, knowledge,
prestige, power, and beneficial social connections).
Methods:
Taking the lived experiences of people with type 2 diabetes
(N = 17) across a variety of socioeconomic contexts in the
Republic of Ireland as a case study, this paper seeks to
hypothesise the mechanisms underlying ‘fundamental causality’ by systemically comparing the barriers to, and facilitators
of, successful self-management practices experienced by
individuals of contrasting socioeconomic status (SES).
Results:
Findings highlight that common barriers to effective diabetes
control, experienced regardless of SES, include chronic
psychological distress, combined with the historical cultural
significance of alcohol consumption, which was central to both
the social and economic subsistence of male participants in
particular. In spite of this, higher socioeconomic groups were
more likely to experience a ‘turnabout’ in their life, whereby
they were able to remove themselves from the conditions
giving rise to their distress and associated reliance on alcohol,
and move into a ‘psychosocial space’ where more effective
diabetes management was possible.
Conclusions:
The paper concludes with a discussion of potential mechanisms that may explain why such turnabouts were more likely to
occur in the case of higher SES groups.
Key messages:
 More research is required regarding the social determinants
of type 2 diabetes.
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